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About This Content

Standard-issue combat fatigues worn by Naked Snake during Operation Snake Eater.
Wear on sandy surfaces or among greenery to blend in, making it harder for the enemy to spot you.

* Can be used in "Standard" or "Naked" configuration.
* Usable by Snake or male DD Soldiers. (Not usable in MGO)

* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed.
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Fatigues (Naked Snake)
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Publisher:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 28 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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not fun sryy. I actually rather liked this game. The inventory and craft aspects of the game were well done. For me it's all about
story. Iplay a TON of HOGs and if it sucks me in, to the point of 'marathon'ing it, so to speak, it's a good game. This was one of
those. Unfortunately it ends much sooner than I'd like, and hints at a continuation that I'm not sure is ever coming. That's the
only downside of this game for me.. controls are janky and overdone, certainly only worth mobile price, but in the end a pretty
fun game once you can look past these issues. as with many games like this, it could be so much better with proper attention and
reconfigured for the PC. I mean if these mobile and console peeps wanna bring stuff to the PC it should be done with respect
FOR the PC. Still as i said, it's fun to play and quite difficult at times.. no scoped an invisible player with my med kit faster than
jfk

8\/8. It's not a definitive and complete 'no' for me but I was a bit disappointed by my experience of the game.

The game is obviously designed to have you play multiple times before you succeed but luckily (or unluckily can't decide) I've
accomplished the main objective during my first 2h playthrough. At this point, considering the pace of the game, it was an
absolute "no way" for me to revisit the same 3 maps (and a half) to unlock the few spots I hadn't found and try a few different
"monologue branches". So I was there, at the end of a very unclear conclusion cinematic, with quite a good idea of what was the
story about or could have been about but absolutely no idea if there was more to it. No idea, and no courage to push further
sadly.

Also on the downside :
- this kind of narrative game definitely requires voice acting these days. It's standard now and when you don't have some, it
shows.
- the level design of the three main maps is meeeeeeh. Who got the idea, it would be cool to have 3 or 4 consecutive jumps with
ramps on one of them to access capsules ? The game suddenly becomes a very cheap and frustrating arcade game for no other
obvious purpose than to become frustrating.. I've done a first look\/review of this game on my youtube channel.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Lp001fieeRE

Even though this was made with Rpg maker which always make me hesitate a little, Dancing Dragon games has excelled at
making a classic 90's rpg.

Brilliant story, great soundtrack and user friendly battle system it is very hard to find a fault with the game.

Highly encourage all old school rpg fans to give this a try, you will not be dissapointed.
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Very good igra.When 2 part and VR support?. Connect these words together to build a verbal sequence :
[minimalist] [simple] [challenging] [consistent] [rewarding] [logic] [game]. this is a very fun and fast and game it only takes like
11 minutes to download on steam and the levels are so challengeing i give this five stars. Loads of fun being inside a room.

Check out my playlist if you want to check out its content:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNrGLo3r-8QUmIlQgFQbiRaPzbTPH49sS. lego games on steam allow me to play
them and share with the kics. Imagine building a Lego space ship that really works. Then have it fight other Lego ships and blast
them to pieces. Then collect the pieces you blast off and use them to upgrade your own ship. That's Boss Constructor.. I played
this game for my channel, only a little snippit, playing the game properly away from youtube but i like what iv seen so far
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VP16Fb4VQ4Q. Very fun, but too short. It has 2 extra modes, one where you try to
complete more challenging levels, and another where you have to score as many points as you can in one try. However, both
extra modes rely on random level generation for their challenge, which renders them totally unfun. Buy it if it's on sale for $5.
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